Learning Tracks

Friday

**Dental Team**
202–Get Communicating – Work on Your Business, Not Just In It! *(Debbie Castagna and Adele Reische)*
220–There Is No I in Team but There Is a Me *(Martin Mendelson, DDS)*
223–Rock Star Dental Assistant *(Tija Hunter, CDA)*

**Hygiene**
211–Instrumentation Reloaded: Back to the Basics Meets the Future *(Joy Void-Holmes, RDH, BSDH, DHSc)*
219–Habits – They Can Make or Break Your Business *(Martin Mendelson, DDS)*

Saturday

**Early Career Dentists**
317–Obstructive Sleep Apnea: A Dentist’s Role *(Jonathan Ford, DDS)*
321–Anterior Tooth Positioning for Occlusion and Esthetics *(Thomas McDonald, DMD)*
326–Understanding Composites in Today’s Practice *(Marc Hayashi, DMD)*